Bringing Hope to People Struggling with Addictions

Conference Information: Location & Venue

July 1 - 5, 2019
Island of Mauritius
Welcome to Mauritius

Dear Conference Attendees,

Allow me to boldly say that every visitor to Mauritius will agree with Mark Twain who once said: “Mauritius was made first and then heaven—heaven being copied after Mauritius.” Planted as a sparkling gem in the turquoise waters of the Indian Ocean, Mauritius offers a kaleidoscope of colors, cultures, and tastes that haunt the heart and feed the soul of its visitors long after they have gone back to their homeland.

The island is surrounded by striking powder white beaches that gently slope into calm sapphire blue waters perfect for swimming, boating, or water sports.

Those more attracted to different forms of picturesque adventure will find nourishment for their aesthetic hungers in the bustle of the markets, the bloom of exotic gardens, the carpet of feather-tipped sugarcane flowers undulating under a sunny sky, and the proud salute of moss green mountains that protect the Island against southeast trade winds.

The diversity of its cultures lends to a rich cosmopolitan cuisine that will tantalize the taste buds!

Sincerely,

Fr. Jocelyn Gregoire, CSSp; GOSK; Ed.D; NCC; LPC; ACS
Assistant Professor
Dept. of Counseling, Psychology & Special Education
Duquesne University; 600 Forbes Ave;
Pittsburgh, PA 15282; USA
Tel: 412.396.4442 (office); 412.396.6168 (residence); 412.551.3337 (mobile)
gregoire@duq.edu
Conference Venue

The conference will take place at the Intercontinental Resort from July 1 through July 3, 2019.

InterContinental Mauritius Resort Balaclava Fort is located on one of the most stunning parts of Mauritius Island – a pristine stretch of beach overlooking the Bay of Balaclava, just north of the capital, Port Louis.

It is a 15-minute drive from the main tourist region of Grand Baie, and a 50-minute drive from Plaisance International Airport.

For more information about the venue, please click on the link below.

http://mauritius.intercontinental.com/